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“The regional government agreement seeks consistency in licensing matters

‘Merseytravel’ has been tasked by the individual authorities to have a plan available 
for the City Region.

The Taxi Quality Partnership (TQP), now revived, is progressing consistency in Taxi / 
PHV licencing.

The TQP has had licencing departments represented at the last joint trade meeting it 
was reported:

The 6 Districts mentioned that they had some time back been tasked by the 
(nascent) Liverpool City Region Combined Authority to explore harmonising 
taxi licensing conditions at city region level. They have set up a City Region 
Licensing Officers Group to undertake this work and complete this by May 
2017 when the new City Region Mayor comes into force.

The licensing authorities (officers only attended) indicated that they could only 
take a consultative role within the TQP as it was for the trade [the quote 
ignores councilor’s role!] to take their concerns and forward development to 
council officers and elected members.

This is officers “code” for saying they cannot alter boroughs conditions etc., for the 
sake of this exercise. Where licensing is devolved to Officers Councilors must take 
the initiative and be fully cognisant; as well as the trade.

Our view is that irreconcilable differences should be listed so that the Region can 
then take or suggest the governance steps that could follow.

PHVs operate with NO territorial prohibition. Primary Legislation is unitary.

Taxis – the only prohibition is when plying for hire; its pre-booking work has less 
prohibition than PHVs. Again Primary Legislation is unitary

It must follow that 

(1) Regional administration of PHVs could follow Regional Government quickly.

(2) Taxi regulation is hampered only by plying for hire; administration should follow 
quickly.

SMBC should re-affirm this as policy. Differences (as set out above) are only at 
Borough level. Implement the governance agreement as soon as possible”. 

Operation of PHV / Taxi fleets



It has never been the intent of parliament to limit the area of operation of the 
combined fleet other than when plying for hire; adoption of this policy is therefore 
important”.


